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Abstract. Th e paper presents an overview of the main threats for soldiers’ sight in the modern 
battlefi eld. Such a problem is crucial for the proper action of pilots, drivers, and weapon operators. 
Even temporary lack of sight can be very dangerous in action. Amongst diff erent possible threats two 
are of a special importance: lasers and nuclear blasts, however, special kinds of conventional blasts 
can be also dangerous. Possible means of eye protection are discussed with the special attention paid 
to prospective materials. Th e intelligent light valves based on liquid crystals are concerned as the best 
solution for contemporary air and land platforms as well as individual soldiers. 
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1. Introduction

One of the most amazing features of human vision is its incredible intensity range. 
We can see in very bright sunlight and also in nearly total darkness. Th e intensity 
and wavelenght ranges that our eyes can detect come from three diff erent parts of 
the eye [1, 2]:

1. Th e pupil, which contracts and expands depending on the amount of in-
cident light and can physically block the amount of light entering the eye 
in bright situations, i.e. for too high light intensity.

2. Th e rod and cone cells in the retina — our eyes sense light with two diff e-
rent cell types: the rods and the cones; the cone cells can perceive color in 
bright light. Th e rod cells perceive black and white images and work best 
in low light.
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3. Th e rhodopsin — the compound present in the rods being a key to night 
vision.

When a person is exposed to bright light, the rhodopsin breaks down into retinal 
and opsin. If then the person turns out to the dark, he/she cannot see. Th e cones 
need a lot of light so, they are useless and due lack of rhodopsin the rods are useless, 
too. During several minutes, however, the retinal and the opsin recombine back 
into the rhodopsin and the person can see well again.

Th e color-responsive compounds in the cones, called cone pigments, are very 
similar to those in the rods. Th e retinal portion of the compound is the same, 
however, the scotopsin is replaced with photopsins giving respective color-sensitive 
pigments:

a) red-sensitive pigment with the peak absorbance at 570 nm,
b) green-sensitive pigment with the peak absorbance at 535 nm,
c) blue-sensitive pigment with the peak absorbance at 445 nm.
Th e human eye can sense almost any color tint when red, green, and blue colors 

are mixed (up to several thousand of tints).
For people (especially soldiers), vision is the most important sense and in the 

modern battlefi eld, the threat from the unconventional means of war still increases 
(see Table 1). 

Wavelength range
Eff ects on humans

Eff ect on eye Eff ect on skin

Ultraviolet C
200-280 nm Photokeratitis

Erthema (sunburn)
Skin cancer

Accelerated skin aging

Ultraviolet B
280-315 nm Photokeratitis Increased pigmentation

Ultraviolet A
315-400 nm Photochemical cataract Pigment darkening

Skin burn

Visible
400-700 nm

Photochemical
Th ermal retinal injury

Pigment darkening
Skin burn

Near-infrared
700-1400 nm Cataract and retinal burn Skin burn

Mid-infrared
1400-3000 nm

Corneal burn
Aqueous fl are, cataract Skin burn

Far-infrared
3000-100 000 nm Corneal burn Skin burn

From: Ken Barat, Laser Safety Management, CRC Press Taylor & Francis Group, 2006.

Table 1
Hazards Caused by Various Light Wavelengths
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Th e authors would like to present important threat for soldiers coming from the 
light emitted during nuclear weapon blast, blast of special conventional charges and 
especially non-lethal directed weapons (lasers) blinding soldiers during the battle. 
We also would like to discuss new materials designed for eye protection.

2. Sources of threat

2.1.  Nuclear weapon eff ects

Depending on the design of the nuclear weapon and the environment in which 
it is detonated, the energy distribution can be signifi cantly diff erent. Th e blast 
eff ect is created by the coupling of immense amount of energy and spanning 
the electromagnetic waves into surroundings. Th e location (submarine, surface, 
airburst or exo-atmospheric) determines how the detonation energy is divided 
between the blast and the radiation. In general, denser medium around the 
detonation absorbs more energy and creates more powerful shockwaves limiting 
the area of its eff ect. 

In the fi rst one or two seconds aft er the nuclear weapon detonation, the released 
energy forms a huge fi reball — a hot and highly luminous spherical mass of air and 
vaporized materials. Th e heat radiated from the fi reball will ignite combustibles 
generating widespread fi res or fi restorms. 

Th e fi reball is also a source of extremely bright visible light which can be 
many times more brilliant than the sun, even at a great distance from ground 
zero. Observers who are not protected can be blinded, usually temporarily but also 
permanently if burned. Heat and light eff ects will be the greatest from an air burst 
attack [3]. Th e energy released by a nuclear weapon detonated in the troposphere 
could be divided into four main categories [4]:

a) shockwaves — 40÷50% of the total energy,
b) thermal radiation — 30÷50% of the total energy,
c) ionizing radiation — 5% of the total energy,
d) residual radiation — 5÷10% of the total energy.
Th e dominant eff ects of the nuclear weapon are the same as for conventional 

explosives, but the energy produced is millions of times higher and the temperatures 
reach tens of millions of Celsius degree. Th e most of electromagnetic radiation 
in the visible, infrared (IR), and ultraviolet (UV) spectrum regions is emitted 
from the fi reball surface within the fi rst minute aft er detonation [5, 6]. Th ere are 
also special conventional charges emitting extraordinary ammount of light, due to 
a content of fl ash powders, used preferably in antiterrorist actions.
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2.2.  Laser — non lethal weapon

It is well-known that lasers emit monochromatic, coherent and very directional 
light [7-22], not only visible but also IR [10-12] or UV [13-15] (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Helium neon laser taken using an Ocean Optics HR2000 spectrometer by bouncing the laser 
off  of a white benchtop and guiding the diff use refl ected light directly into the spectrometer. Th e 
emission spectrum of the HeNe laser is even more monochromatic than seen here (it is typically 
around a mere 2 picometers in bandwidth) and the broadening of the peak in this spectrum is actually 
a result of the imperfect optics and scattering of light inside the spectrometer which results in some 
light being detected on the parts of the (linear CCD) sensor which surround the central peak. A very 

high resolution spectrum of a en:Brillouin scattered HeNe laser

Lasers are used for many applications [16-19] including military ones: range-
fi nding, target designation or illumination and can be used as directed-energy weapons. 
Th ere also are many civilian laser applications including powerful ones [20-22].

So, many diff erent uses need lasers with diff erent output power. Lasers producing 
a continuous or pulse beam can be compared on the basis of their average power. 
Pulse lasers can also be characterized by the peak power of each pulse which is 
many orders of magnitude greater than its average power.

Th e directional energy emission can cause important eye injuries despite 
relatively small laser power; minor corneal burns cause a gritty feeling, like sand 
in the eye [13].

Permanent or temporary eye injury may cause lack of vision which is especially 
important for pilots, drivers, and weapon operators in the battlefi eld.

Th ere are some subjects, which aviation safety experts agree pose no real 
hazard, including passenger (soldier) exposure to laser light, pilot distraction during 
cruising or other non-critical phases of fl ight and laser damage to the aircraft . 
But the main danger focuses on laser bright light eff ects on pilots, especially when 
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they are in a critical phase of fl ight: takeoff , approach, landing, fi ght, and emergency 
maneuvers. Th ere are four primary areas of concern called “visual eff ects” that 
temporarily distract or block pilots’ vision:

1. Distraction and startle. An unexpected laser light could distract the pilot 
during night landing, takeoff  or maneuvers. Pilots are distracted and wor-
ried that a brighter light or other threat would be coming.

2. Glare and disruption. As the light brightness increases, it starts to interfere 
with vision. Veiling glare would make it diffi  cult to see out the windscreen. 
Night vision starts to deteriorate.

3. Temporary fl ash blindness. Th is works exactly like a bright camera fl ash: there 
is no injury, but night vision is temporarily knocked out. Th ere may be aft e-
rimages — again, exactly like a bright camera fl ash leaving temporary spots.

Th ese three visual eff ects are of primary concern for aviation experts. Th is is 
because they could happen with low-power lasers that are commonly available. 
Th e fourth concern, eye damage, is much less likely. It needs specialized equipment 
not readily available to the general public including terrorists (till now). 

High power visible or invisible (IR or UV) laser light could cause permanent eye 
injury. Th e injury could be relatively minor, such as spots detectable only by medical 
examination or on the periphery of vision. 

At higher power levels, the spots may be in the central vision area — the same 
one where the original light was viewed. Th e most unlike is an injury causing 
a complete and permanent loss of vision. It requires very specialized equipment. 
Th e terrorist could fi nd far less expensive and much easier ways to attain his 
goals.

2.3.  Night vision problem for human beings

Night-vision devices (NVDs) was invented during WW II, e.g. IR sniperscopes 
using near-IR cathodes coupled with suitable phosphors, but they had several 
disadvantages as very large active IR searchlight, which could be detected by an 
enemy, the cumbersome batteries and limited range of observation. However, 
military leaders immediately saw many uses for this technology at the enemy 
under cover of darkness. An army equipped with night vision goggles, helmets 
and weapon’s sights is able to operate 24 hours a day [23, 24].

Nowadays, NVDs are used by ground troops and major weapon systems: tanks, 
infantry fi ghting vehicles, helicopters, aircraft s and missile systems. Targeting systems 
are particularly important for the major weapon systems due to their ability to “see” 
through dense smoke, dust, fog, and haze at great distances. Th e Iraq operations 
showed the necessity of NVDs improvement.

NVDs rely on an image-intensifi er tube to collect and amplify IR and visible 
light (see Fig. 2):
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1. A conventional objective lens, capturing ambient visible and some near-IR 
light.

2. Th e gathered light is sent to the image-intensifi er tube. In most NVDs, 
the power supplies are two N-Cell or two „AA” batteries with the output 
voltage, about 5.000 volts.

3. Th e photocathode of image-intensifi er tube converts energy of light photons 
into electrons.

4. Th ose electrons, passing through the tube, create secondary electrons (chain 
reaction), i.e., act as multiplier. Each channel is about 45 times longer than 
it is wide, and it works as an electron multiplier.

5. At the end of the image-intensifi er tube, the electrons hit a screen coated 
with phosphors. Th e energy of the electrons excites phosphors and sub-
sequently, released photons create green image on the screen. 

6. Th e image is viewed through ocular lens to magnify and focus the image. 
Th e NVD’s may be also connected to an electronic display.

Fig. 2. Th e scheme of night vision device (NVD)
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Th e crucially dangerous threat for soldiers using such equipment is high light 
intensity inciding the oculars. So, one has to cut off  the bright light to secure the 
safe level for eye.

3. Real protection need

Th e exposure to the visible laser beam can be detected by a bright color fl ash 
and an aft er-image has got complementary color (e.g., green 532-nm laser light 
would produce a green fl ash followed by a red aft erimage). When the retina is 
aff ected, there may be diffi  cult to detect blue or green colors. Th e exposure to the 
IR laser beams as Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm) is especially hazardous and 
may be initially undetected because the beam is invisible and the retina has no pain 
sensory nerves. Photoacoustic retinal damage may be associated with an audible 
pop at the time of exposure. Visual disorientation caused by retinal damage may not 
be apparent until considerable thermal damage has occurred. Table 1 summarizes 
hazards caused by various light wavelengths [13].

Laser devices can be considered as a point source of great brightness. Th is is of 
considerable consequence from the hazard point of view, since the eye will focus 
the waves (400-1400 nm) from a point source to a small spot on the retina while 
the rays from an extended source will be imaged over the much larger area. When 
somebody is relatively far away from a diff use refl ection (the eye can no longer 
resolve the image), the diff use refl ection can be treated as the “point source”. Diff use 
refl ections are only of importance with the use of extremely high-power sources.

Diff erent geometries of an ocular exposure are demonstrated in Fig. 3. Intrabeam 
viewing of the direct laser beam (Fig. 3a) is the most hazardous. Intrabeam viewing 
of the beam refl ected from a fl at surface is illustrated in Fig. 3b. It is the most 
hazardous when the refl ecting surface is fl at or concave (Fig. 3c). Finally, Fig. 3d 
illustrates extended source of the diff use refl ection which is usually not hazardous 
except of very high power lasers.

Th e threat from laser beams presents potentially dangerous implications and 
hazards for the human eye, moreover the optical sensors.

Many devices have been suggested and used to protect sight against lasers. 
Physical barriers such as protective nontransparent curtains, absorption or refl ective 
shields and fi lters have been implemented. 

Eyewear such as protective spectacles, goggles, lenses, and binoculars have 
incorporated similar laser protective measures. However, none of these devices 
or methods is suitable for pilots and/or weapon operators. Th ese methods can 
be cumbersome, intrusive, or prohibit acceptable vision for fl ight control and 
navigation as well as weapon use. Many of these methods and devices have very 
low transmittance even in off -state, inhibit or reduce the ability of the soldier to 
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perform other visual tasks, or increase the overall workload. Th erefore a need exists 
to improve solutions to protect soldiers against sight threats.

Th e idea is to employ optoelectronic systems for sight protection comprising 
a shutter assembly and an electronic control circuit, automatically adjustable between 
a clear and a dark state. Th e control circuit should store memory presets including 
at least one setting, corresponding to the operation of the shutter assembly.

Th e next idea is the light protection system including protective fi lms. At fi rst, 
single-use courtains activated by an explosive aft er a detection of high intensity light 
have been invented. Such system, however, can be adopted only in tanks or armoured 
carriers and needs long time to remove, i.e., to return fi ght ability of a crew. 

Th e laser protective fi lm may be a dyed absorbing fi lm or a thin-fi lm 
interference coating. Both fi lms require transparent substrates for stress durability. 
Th e combination of the dyed substrate and coating may permit the fi lm to be 
transparent within a portion of the visible spectrum and impermeable for laser 
radiation of given wavelengths. 

Th e dyed substrate may be a plastic such as acrylic, polycarbonate, etc, while 
thin-fi lm coating is obtained from dielectric layers. Th e cross member provides 
a structure on which the fi lm may be mounted and by which the fi lm may be latched 
or attached in an extended position to cover a window. 

Th e eye protection is oft en considered uncomfortable because of the vision 
reduction and physical discomfort. Especially, for goggles protecting against visible-
light wavelengths, color vision is impaired. Moreover, many types of goggles transmit 
less than 30 percent of visible light, which means that standard work environment 

Fig. 3. Diff erent geometries of an eye exposure for the laser beam
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lighting levels may be inadequate, leading to increased risks for accidents. Finally, 
the weight, fi t, and ventilation may cause physical discomfort.

Th e light exposure may create dangerous conditions such as fl ash blindness, 
in addition some 18 to 35% of the population possess the autosomal dominant genetic 
trait, Photic Sneeze, that causes the individual to experience an involuntary sneezing 
fi t when exposed to a sudden fl ash of light. In a critical moment of the battle, the 
soldier, his unit or subunit may be endangered. Eyewear of course must be selected 
for the appropriate wavelength, to block or attenuate it — the eyewear absorbing 
532 nm typically has an orange appearance, transmitting wavelengths larger than 
550 nm. It would be useless to protect against IR wavelengths. Th e eyewear is 
rated for Optical Density (OD), which is the base-10 logarithm of the attenuation 
factor by which the optical fi lter reduces light in the specifi ed wavelength range 
power. For example, eyewear with OD 3 reduces the beam power by a factor of 
1000. In addition to the optical density, suffi  cient to reduce beam power below the 
maximum permissible exposure, the laser eyewear can be used to withstand a direct 
hit from the laser beam without breaking. Th ere is some important backdraw in 
the use of optic fi lter — a change in their properties under the infl uence of one or 
more environmental factors such as heat, light or chemicals. On the other hand, 
such degradation can be useful for recycling/reusing its waste to prevent or reduce 
environmental pollution.

In the mentioned situations, the eye safety is the avoidance of accidents, 
especially those, involving eye exposure to the direct light. A person exposed to the 
laser radiation (especially invisible one) may be unaware that damage is occurring. 
Some lasers are so powerful that even the diff use refl ection from a surface can be 
hazardous to the eye. Laser radiation predominantly causes eye injury via thermal 
eff ects on the retina. A transient temperature increase by ca. 10°C can destroy 
retinal photoreceptor. If the laser is suffi  ciently powerful, permanent damage can 
occur within a fraction of a second, faster than the blink of an eye. 

Suffi  ciently powerful visible/near IR laser radiation (400-1400 nm) will penetrate 
the eyeball and may cause heating of the retina, whereas the exposure to laser 
radiation with wavelengths less than 400 nm and greater than 1400 nm are largely 
absorbed by the cornea and lens, leading to the development of cataracts or burn 
injuries. IR lasers are particularly hazardous, since the body’s protective blink refl ex 
response is triggered only by visible light. A pop or click noise emanating from the 
eyeball may be the only indication that retinal damage occurred, i.e., the retina was 
heated to over 100°C resulting in localized explosive boiling accompanied by the 
immediate creation of a permanent blind spot.

In the civilian lasers’ usage, there are many measures to avoid accidents. Lasers 
have been classifi ed by wavelength and maximum output power into four main 
classes. Th e classifi cations categorize lasers according to their ability to produce 
damage in exposed people, from class 1 (no hazard during normal use) to class 4 
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(severe hazard for eyes and skin). Th is classifi cation system is a part of the revised 
IEC 60825 standard. From 2007, the revised system is also incorporated into the 
US ANSI Laser Safety Standard (ANSI Z136.1). Th e system uses Arabic numerals 
(1-4) in all jurisdictions. Th e laser classifi cation is based on the concept of defi ned 
accessible emission limits (AEL). Th is is usually a maximum power (W) or energy 
(J) that can be emitted in a specifi ed wavelength range and exposure time. For IR 
wavelengths above 4 μm, it is specifi ed as a maximum power density (W/m2). 

In the European Community, eye protection requirements are specifi ed in 
European norm EN 207, requirements for protective goggles are specifi ed in 
EN 208. Th ese transmit a portion of the laser light, permitting the operator to see 
where the beam is and do not provide complete protection against a direct laser beam 
hit. Finally, European norm EN 60825 specifi es optical densities in extreme situations. 
In the European Community, manufacturers are required by European norm 
EN 207 to specify the maximum power rating rather than the optical density. 

Th e most important parameter for laser characterization is the maximum 
permissible exposure (MPE) — the highest power or energy density (in W/cm2 or
 J/cm2) of a light source that is considered safe, i.e., has a negligible probability for 
creating eye damage. It is usually about 10% of the dose that has a 50%-chance of creating 
damage under worst-case conditions. Th e MPE increases with the beam collimation. 
Th e dependence of MPE on diff erent parameters is given in Figs. 4, 5, and 6.

Th e MPE is measured at the cornea of the human eye or at the skin, for a given 
wavelength and exposure time. MPE calculation for ocular exposure takes into 

Fig. 4.  Maximum permissible exposure (MPE) at the cornea for a collimated laser beam according 
to IEC 60825, as energy density versus exposure time for various wavelengths
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account the way in which light can act upon the eye. For example, deep-UV light 
causes accumulating damage, even at very low powers. IR light of a wavelength longer 
than ca. 1400 nm is absorbed by the transparent parts of the eye before it reaches the 
retina, which means that the MPE for these wavelengths is higher than for visible 
light. Th e MPE takes also into account the spatial distribution of the light. 

Collimated laser beams of visible and near-IR light are dangerous even 
at relatively low powers because the lens focuses the light onto a tiny spot on 

Fig. 6. MPE as energy density versus wavelength for various exposure times (pulse durations)

Fig. 5. MPE as power density versus exposure time for various wavelengths
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the retina. In the MPE calculation, the worst-case scenario is assumed, in which 
the eye lens focuses the light into the smallest possible spot size on the retina for 
the particular wavelength and the pupil is fully open. Th e MPE is based on the power 
or energy that can pass through a fully open pupil (0.39 cm2) for visible and near-
IR wavelengths. Th is is relevant for laser beams that have a cross-section smaller 
than 0.39 cm2. Th e IEC-60825-1 and ANSI Z136.1 standards include methods of 
calculating MPEs [25-28].

4. Protection means

Being able to prepare, maneuver and attack before the enemy can detect the 
threat and respond is a decisive advantage in the modern battlefi eld. Modern 
technology can expand the element of a surprise increasing a tactical advantage, 
especially when the enemy is not so equipped. Th erefore even short period of 
visibility loose is highly dangerous for the Armed Forces personnel, especially for 
the pilots and weapon system operators.

Protective eyewear in the form of goggles with appropriately fi ltering optics 
can protect the eyes from the direct, refl ected or scattered light (laser beam, nuclear 
blast, special conventional blast or other dangerous light, e.g. sun) of a hazardous 
power. An optical fi lter usually uses a material of wavelength-dependent transmission 
or refl ectivity, although there are also fi lters using light polarization or spatial 
distribution. Nowadays, there are many diff erent types of optical fi lters, based on 
diff erent physical principles. Some examples of optical fi lters are:

— absorbing (dye) glass or polymer fi lters based on wavelength-dependent 
absorption; as the absorbed light is converted into heat, such fi lters are 
usually not suitable for high-power optical radiation,

— various kinds of optical fi lters based on interference eff ects combined 
with wavelength-dependent phase shift s during propagation; such fi lters 
exhibit wavelength-dependent refl ection and transmission, and the light 
which is fi ltered out can be sent to some beam dump, which tolerates high 
optical powers; an important class of interference-based fi lters contains 
well-known dielectric coatings including dichroic ones,

— Fabry-Pérot interferometers and arrayed waveguide gratings are also based 
on interference eff ects, but typically exploiting larger diff erences of the 
path length; therefore, they can have sharper spectral features,

— Lyot fi lters involve wavelength-dependent polarization changes,
— other fi lters are based on wavelength-dependent refraction in prisms.
Concerning the shape of the transmission curve, there are:
a) bandpass fi lters, transmitting only a certain wavelength range;
b) notch fi lters, eliminating light of a certain wavelength range;
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c) edge fi lters, transmitting only wavelengths above or below a certain value 
(high-pass and low-pass fi lters).

It was mentioned above that dielectric interference coatings consist of a stack 
of thin sub-micron layers, sometimes even more than 100 [29, 30] of transparent 
dielectric materials deposited on a substrate. Th ey modify the refl ective properties 
of the surface by the interference of refl ections from multiple optical interfaces. 
Th ey are widely used in optical systems so, their technology is well developed. 

Dielectric coatings should be deposited onto glass or crystalline substrates 
securing mechanical durabilty of the device. A further area of increasing importance 
is the fabrication of dielectric coatings on polymers cheaper and easier to prepare. 
Such substrates can be used to fabricate elastic optical elements or elements with 
complex geometrical shape [31]. Th e fabrication of dielectric mirrors is usually based 
on: electron beam deposition, ion-assisted deposition or ion beam sputtering.

Important aspects for the selection of a fabrication technique are as follows 
[32, 33]:

1. Th e suitability for given coating materials.
2. Th e precision of the layer thickness values (which may be increased with 

automatic control involving in-situ growth monitoring).
3. Th e optical quality of the deposited layers.
4. Th e ability of the coatings to withstand high optical intensities.
5. Th e uniformity of layer thickness values over a larger area.
6. Th e reproducibility and stability of refractive indices.
7. Th e required substrate temperature.
8. Th e time required for the growth.
Th e simplest solution is to employ goggles, especially interference ones, but they 

work properly only for 90 degrees light incidence angle [34-36]. To achieve wanted 
degree of protection, one should adopt convex glasses of complex geometry.

Th e fi lters use the interference eff ect to transmit or refl ect desired wavelength 
ranges and have extremely good contrast in comparison with absorptive colored 
glass fi lters with very narrow or sharply defi ned transmission bands, moreover 
quite small durability and short period of storage.

Although the most of interference fi lters have transmission side bands on both 
sides of the center wavelength, these bands can be blocked by combination with 
a multi-layer blocking or glass fi lter. For these fi lters, especially important is an eff ect 
of the incidence angle. When the fi lter is tilted, with respect to the incident light, 
its transmission band shift s towards the shorter wavelength. At angles of incidence 
up to about 20°, the shape of the spectral characteristic remains approximately the 
same, but at larger angles, the transmission band splits into two separate peaks, 
because the p-component (parallel to the plane of incidence) and the s-component 
are shift ed by diff erent degree. Since the the transmittance of p-component is 
virtually independent on the inclination, a single interference fi lter equipped 
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with polarizer can be tilted at various angles to obtain a variety of wavelengths of 
monochromatic light. In normal usage, the incidence angles greater than 20° are 
not recommended.

Laser protective eyewear comes in two types: the full attenuation and the 
alignment ones. Th e full attenuation means the eyewear will completely block the 
transmission of a direct exposure laser beam. Alignment or partial attenuation allows 
an individual, while wearing laser eyewear, to have some visibility, which means that 
certain part of the beam’s energy should pass through the laser protective eyewear. 
To talk about laser protective eyewear, one really needs to understand two terms: 
optical density (OD — a fi ltration factor) is a parameter specifying the attenuation 
aff orded by a transmitting medium. Th e OD is described in logarithm units; so, 
goggles with a transmission of 0.000001% can be described as having an OD of 
8.0 [37, 38]

 
 

10log ,i

t
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where Mi and Mt are the power of the incident transmitted beam, respectively for 
MPE. Th e higher the exposure over the MPE is, the greater the damage will be 
until a threshold is reached, where the damage itself moderates the energy and 
damage.

Th e simplest solution is to use special goggles similar to sunglasses that 
darken when exposed to the intensive light, e.g., via specifi c chemical reaction. 
Th e molecules of a photochromic compound do not absorb light for the normal 
intensity. But when exposed to high light intensity, as in direct sunlight, they undergo 
a photoisomerization. Th e new molecular structure absorbs portions of the visible 
light darkening the lenses. Th e absence of the light causes the molecules to return 
to their original shape resulting in the loss of their light absorbtion. Th e process is 
very rapid but gives poor protection.

5. Solution baptism fi re — Liquid Crystals

Another way to protect soldiers’ sight is to use an auto-darkening goggles or 
special kind of helmet containing an electronic shutter module. 

Since the late seventies, the application of liquid crystals (LC) spread to 
a wide range of products, such as measuring instruments, domestic, offi  ce and 
audio equipment, game machines and vehicle instruments. From the early 80s, 
the technology of active matrix displays with thin-fi lm transistors has been developed 
[39]. LC has unique electro-optical properties. When subjected to small electric 
fi elds, reorientation and alignment of the LC molecules take place, which produce 
striking optical eff ects because light propagates in diff erent conditions.
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LC light shutter is normally transparent and darkens when a voltage reorienting 
LC molecules is applied [40-42]. Th e shutter module contains a photosensor and the 
electronic control module. Th is module detects the bright light and closes the LC 
shutter as fast as at least in 1 ms. When ambient light returns to the normal level, the 
system returns to the initial state by several dozens of milliseconds. Th e schematic 
view of the LC light shutter is given in Fig. 7. Modern auto-darkening eye protection 
has adjustments for sensitivity, shade and time delay aft er light removal.

Fig. 7. Idea of protective Liquid Crystal layer in the modern goggles

Over one hundred thousand LC materials (individuals or mixtures [43]) are 
known. Depending on the temperature and substance nature, LC can exist at least 
in one of several distinct phases. Nematic LCs are commonly used [44] to perform 
several electrooptic eff ects as twisted nematic, supertwisted nematic or electrically 
driven birefringence. By applying an electric fi eld (voltage) to the cell containing 
LC, one can control LC orientation and so light transmission [34-40, 45-46] what 
is widely used in information displays and beam processing devices [47, 48].

At the end of the twentieth century, the ferroelectric liquid crystals (FLCs) and 
antiferroelectric LC (AFLC’s) having a chiral smectic C phase were discovered. 
Th eir alignment show periodic layered structures contrary to nematics having 
only directional order. FLCs and AFLCs exhibit fast switching (less than 10 μs) 
and wide viewing angle. Moreover, AFLC materials show a symmetrical response 
to positive and negative electric signals and no hysteresis as well as no stress 
vulanereability. 
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However, smectic liquid crystals show a large variety of defects due to 
their highly ordered structures. Moreover, FLC structures are oft en irreversibly 
destroyed by applyied stress. Th ose phenomena give a major problem for military 
applications.

We do not present here the details of LC technology and physics because they 
are extensively described in literature [49-51] nevertheless in general nematic and 
smectic liquid crystals can be used in eyesight protection via diff erent electrooptical 
eff ects exploiting a switch between transparent and dark states. It should be 
underlined that for the eff ective protection against light of high intensity two LC 
cells in tandem are oft en required. It means that in so-called transparent state, 
only about of 15-20 per cent of ambient light can reach the observer’s eye. In other 
words, the optical observation system is very dark.

Another solution using LC materials is electrically induced light transmission 
observed in polymer-dispersed LC composites (PDLC) composites [52]. Th ose 
materials contain LC droplets embedded into the polymer binder [53]. Th e system 
is scattering or transmitting without applied voltage and becomes transparent or 
scattering aft er voltage application, respectively [53-55]. In our case, the second 
mode (transparent → scattering) can be adopted. Aft er detection of light danger, the 
electronic system automatically closes the PDLC light valve and scatters backward 
ambient light. Single cell is much more transparent than other LC light valves and 
even in tandem enables good view for the observer. 

It is also possible to adopt electrically driven light defl ectors using cholesteric 
liquid crystals pushing out the dangerous light from the optical path of the observing/
/aiming system due to selective refl ection eff ect [56], however, those devices should 
be designed for light given wavelengths (at least one).

Th e materials mentioned above are probably the best choice for designers who 
will try to build up new kind of eye protection goggles.

In our opinion, the systems of eff ective sight protection should comprise the 
following elements:

1. Passive broad-band dielectric fi lter for the sight protection during fi rst 
millisecond.

2. Active electrooptical system switched on just aft er the dangerous light 
detection. We suggest that PDLC light valve should be adopted because 
this device enables good visibility in off -state.

3. In case of larger viewing and aiming systems, also nematic or smectic LC 
based electrooptical eff ects can be used, but those devices has got rather 
poor visibility in off -state.
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6. Summary and conclusions

Laser safety goggles or similar elements of optical systems are frequently used 
for eye protection against light of high intensity. However, their role in this context 
is oft en poorly refl ected. Maintaining the human beings visual abilities in some 
environment is a goal which is so important that a high level of reliability is essential. 
Th at is achieved only by employing multiple means of protection, providing some 
level of redundancy which guarantees safety even if one layer fails for some reason 
— this is the most basic reason why safety goggles can only represent one of several 
required safety measures.

Th e limited reliability of safety goggles alone is quite obvious. A strong laser 
beam, or detonation blast can easily destroy safety glasses. Th e same holds for 
intense pulses from a Q-switched lasers; a single shot may make a protection glass 
crack, and at least the next shot then hits the eye without protection. Furthermore, 
a laser beam may come from the rear and be partially refl ected at the safety glasses, 
so that some light gets into the eye. Th ere may also be a laser beam at a wavelength 
against which the glasses provide no protection; where the involved wavelengths 
are changing quite oft en.

Of course, the chances that sight safety devices are used can be improved. 
Th e probably best way to achieve this is to provide really suitable goggles. Th is requires 
several compromises which need to be adapted to the concrete circumstances. For 
example, the technically safest glasses tend to be heavy and uncomfortable, while 
very lightweight ones may not provide suffi  cient safety.

Perfect safety, especially for the military personnel on the modern battlefi eld is 
impossible to obtain, but at least we can fi nd a reasonable safety level by employing 
a well thought — through system of safety measures and by occasionally refl ecting 
the essential aspects. Th e general conclusions are as follows:

1. Eff ective sight protection device should, at fi rst, enable good visibility when 
the danger is absent.

2. On the other hand, in case of illumination, it should pass only small light 
intensity tolerated by human eye.

3. Th e reaction should be automatic (originated from the physical eff ect or 
electronic sensing system) and so fast that human sight will be properly 
protected.

4. Th e device should have low angular sensitivity, long period of storage, low 
weight, high resistance against high intensity of light, including IR and UV, 
high durability against environmetal and using factors, and a possibility 
of multiple action.

5. Liquid crystal devices of diff erent kind, especially intelligent ones, seem 
to be a good solution because of
— very good eff ectiveness,
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— relatively good visibility in off -state,
— tolerable angular dependence of protection,
— long period of storage,
— low sensitivity for light damage due to small thickness and weight 

(low energy absorption),
— relatively small mass and dimensions.
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M. KLOSKE, S. J. KŁOSOWICZ

Współczesne pole walki i nowe materiały do ochrony wzroku
Strzeszczenie. W artykule przedstawiono przegląd głównych zagrożeń dla wzroku żołnierza na 
współczesnym polu walki. Ten problem ma zasadnicze znaczenie dla właściwego działania pilotów, 
kierowców–mechaników i operatorów uzbrojenia. Nawet chwilowa utrata wzroku może być nie-
bezpieczna podczas działań bojowych. Spośród różnych możliwych zagrożeń dwa są szczególnie 
niebezpieczne: lasery i wybuchy jądrowe, a także wybuchy ładunków konwencjonalnych specjalnego 
rodzaju. Omówiono możliwe środki ochrony wzroku szczególną uwagę poświęcając perspektywicznym 
materiałom. Za najlepsze rozwiązanie dla współczesnych platform powietrznych i lądowych, jak również 
pojedynczego żołnierza uznano inteligentne zawory optyczne wykorzystujące ciekłe kryształy. 
Słowa kluczowe: ochrona wzroku, lasery, współczesne pole walki
Symbole UKD: 681.73


